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As the East coast was boarding up and getting ready for a

hurricane, RIO Missions was preparing for a different, and

far more powerful kind of storm. Southeast Asia is about to

experience a sweep of the Holy Spirit with astounding force.

Pastor Ronnie is traveling to Cambodia and Bangkok to meet with national leaders of Southeast Asia

in order to layout the strategy for delivering and spreading the Gospel throughout the region. This is

an incredible opportunity to shine the light in some of the darkest places on Earth. The goal is to

implement a plan that reaches the unreached, the impoverished, and the persecuted church. At the

same time, we will continue church planting with fervor and efficacy. Planting churches ensures that

the assembling of the new believers will carry on even after we have departed the country. This

further instills the importance of being in an environment that allows new believers to grow in the Lord

with discipleship principles, has self-reliance as a church body, and learns to worship the Lord.   
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In order for this plan to be carried out with the greatest effect,

there must be leaders in place. Which brings us to our next main

goal; teaching and training people how to be leaders for Christ.

We are dealing with a region that contains countries with a higher

population of prostitutes than Christians. The need for people to

turn to God in these places is immeasurable, and that is exactly

what we plan to deliver.  Lift our team in prayer as they are

traveling with Pastor Ronnie to Southeast Asia: Rebekah Melvin, a

part of Men and Women of Action, and Pastor Roberto Taton, a

chaplain and leader in the country of Panama and throughout

South America.

Global Chaplain Coalition (GCC) has hit the ground running. We

completed our first training with a group of chaplains from the

country of Panama, and it was a great success. GCC is establishing

itself worldwide, and is creating amazing opportunities to lead more

people to Christ. We have gained the approval of numerous

countries in South America and Africa to train chaplains and spread

the Good News, and the horizon keeps broadening. Please pray God

would continue to open doors and strengthen our efforts. 

For more information contact:
Michael@riomissions.org


